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Grade Level: 4

District: Island Trees
Created: 08/27/2009
Essential Questions
What is an
adaptation?
How do animals adapt
to their
environment for
survival?
Why do animals need
to find shelter?
How do physical
adaptations help
animals survive?
How do behavioral
adaptations help
animals survive?
Guided Reading:
How can I use
the skill of compare
and contrast
to identify the
characteristics of a
mammal while
reading about
Designed For Living?

What special features
do plants have to
survive in their
environment?
How do plants grow
and protect
themselves in diverse
environments?

Last Updated: 08/27/2009
Content

The Living
Environment:

Living things are
both similar to and
different from each
other and from
nonliving things

Organisms inherit
genetic information
in a variety of ways
that result in
continuity of
structure and
function between
parents and
offspring

Individual
organisms and
species change
over time

The continuity of
life is sustained
through
reproduction and
development

Organisms
maintain a dynamic
equilibrium that
sustains life

How do plants
respond to
various environmental
stimuli?
Plants and animals
depend on each
other and their
physical
environment
How do humans use
physical and
behavioral
adaptations for their
survival?
How can human
adaptations allow for
longer survival?
How can humans
pass information on
from one generation
to another?

Animal,Plant ,and
Human
Adaptations

Animal
Adaptations:

Physical
Adaptations

Each animal has
different structures
that serve different
functions in
growth, survival,

Skills
Compare and
contrast living and
nonliving things

Define adaptation and
environment

Differentiate physical
and behavioral
adaptations

Characterize
adaptations that help
animals find or build
shelter

Identify structural
and behavioral
adaptations that help
animals protect
themselves

Describe how animals
hunt for or find food

Compare and
contrast animal
habitats

Distinguish and
explain stimulus and
response

Identify seasonal
adaptations

Assessments
Chapter Test:
Animal Adaptations
Chapter Test:
Plant Adaptations
Chapter Test:
Human Adaptations
Measure Up to the
New York State
Learning
Standards

MST4-K1-1A
MST4-K7-7A
MST4-K7-7B
MST4-K7-7B
MST4-K8-8A
MST4-K8-8B
MST4-K9-9A

Human Adaptations
pp 46-49

MST4-K9-9B

Animal Adaptations
pp 51-54
Building Stamina
Review Quiz pp
B74 - B81

MST4-K1010B
MST4-K1010C
MST4-K1111A

Trifold Book
Create a tri-fold
book outlining
various adaptations
of animals using
terms, definitions
and illustrations.

MST4-K1111B

Books will include
concepts of getting
food, finding
shelter, and
protection.
Imaginary Animal
Pop-up Book
On an index card
write about an
imaginary animal.

Describe a food web
as the relationship
among several food
chains

Illustrate the animal
and habitat.
Cut out the animal
and glue it on the
inside of the pop-up
book.
Illustrate the
background
(habitat ) of the
animal.
Write the name of
your animal on the
cover .

Resources/Notes
Teacher Resources/Professional Books:
Destinations in Science Textbook - Unit A : Chapters 1, 2, 3
Measuring Upto the New York State Learning Standards Workbook Lesson 6 - Characteristics and Needs of Living and Nonliving Things
Lesson 7 - Traits of Living Things
Lesson 8 - Characteristics of Animals
Lesson 10 - Adaptations
Lesson 11 - Response and Behavior
New York State Coach Workbook- Unit III

MST4-K1010A

Project Ideas
Animals

Illustrate and
analyze animal food
chains and webs

Review and recall
animal life cycles

MST4-K6-6B

Assessment:

Include its
adaptations for
getting food, finding
shelter, and
adaptations for
protection.
Name the animal
and describe its
habitat.

Explain what happens
when one part of a
food web is removed

Standards/PIs

MST4-K1212A

Trade Books / Supplemental Literature:
How Do Animals Adapt? Bobby Kalman
Claws, Coats, and Camouflage - Susan Goodman
The Magic School Bus Inside the Human Body - Joanna Cole
What's Inside My Body? - A Dorling Kindersley Book
Bones Our Skeleton System - Seymour Simon
Adapting and Surviving - Dr. Brian Knapp
Bloodthirsty Plant Series - Victor Gentle

Websites:
www.sciencebob.com
www.enchantedlearning.com
http://bcs.caboces.org /binatech4thgrade/
http://puzzlemaker.com
www.sciencenetlinks.com/
www.ology.amnh.org
http://www.ecokidsonline.com /pub/eco_info/topics/climate /adaptations/index.cfm
http://www.uen.org /utahlink/activities /view_activity.cgi ?activity_id=3803
http://www.widgeon.com /Wilson/Grade4 /AnimalAdaptations.html
http://www.itss.brockport.edu /~llac0731/605.html
http://www.pbs.org /kratts/world /na/index.html
http://www.mnh.si.edu /arctic/html /wildlife.html
http://www.desertusa.com /animal.html
http://www.manatee.k12.fl.us /sites/elementary /palmasola/ccissci.htm
http://www.sfzoo.org /education/pdf /AALP.pdf#search= 'animal%20adaptations'
Who Eats What? - Guide to herbivores, carnivores, and omnivores
http://kidport.com /RefLib/Science /WhoEatsWhat /WhoEatsWhat.htm
Plant Adaptations
http://www.mbgnet.net /bioplants /adapt.html
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and reproduction

Behavioral
Adaptations

Some animal
behaviors are
influenced by
environmental
conditions

Adaptations for
getting food

Adaptations for
finding shelter

Adaptations for
protection

Vocabulary:
Animals
adapt
adaptations
behavior

Distinguish and
categorize carnivores, Glue the index card
to the inside of the
predators, and
book.
omnivores

Differentiate
predators and prey

Explain the
interdependence
among plants and
animals

Identify and explain
how humans can have
a positive or negative
impact on an
ecosystem

Identify and
differentiate
producers, consumers,
and decomposers
Identify plant
adaptations

List and summarize
plant adapations for
making food

Describe plant
adaptations for growth

burrow
camouflage
carnivore
characteristic
community
consumer
decomposer

Recognize and
describe how plants
have adaptations for
protection

Explain why certain
plants can live and
thrive in a particular
environment

ecology
ecosystem
environment
food chain
food web
habitat
herbivore
hibernation
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Compare the roles of
various plant parts

Summarize the
adaptations of plant
parts
Describe how the
human body has
adapted to help us
survive

Animal
Adaptation
Research Report
Research an animal
using the internet,
magazines, and
trade books
Take notes using
graphic organizers

AV Materials:
All About Animal Adaptations Schlessinger Science Library [video]
All About Plant Adaptations Schlessinger Science Library [DVD]

Guided Reading:

Create a poster
which includes a
picture of the
animal with its
physical adaptations
and relevant body
parts labeled

Designed for Living - Animal Adaptations

Describe the
animal's behavioral
adaptations,
habitat, diet, region
of the world, and
include a
"fascinating facts"
card
Oral presentation
Humans
Skeleton Man
Project
Draw the human
skeleton.
Use white pasta to
outline the
skeleton's parts.
Glue the white
pasta to Skeleton
Man.
Using tri-color
pasta, add
adaptations to
Skeleton Man to
create a new
skeleton.
Write about the new
Skeleton Man and
his adaptations.
Justify why the new
adaptations will be
beneficial to the
creature.
Word Search
Puzzles using
Puzzlemaker.com
web site

instinct
interdependence
life cycle

Compare and
contrast physical and
behavioral adaptations

life span
mammal

List and analyze
physical adaptations of
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humans

mimicry
offspring
omnivore
organism
population
predator
producer
prey
producer
protection
response
shelter
stimulus
symbiosis
talons

Justify how some
human behaviors are
learned while others
are inherited

Explain the
adaptations of human
eyes

Summarize and
illustrate how
humans communicate

Compare and
contrast written and
oral language

Outline how
information is passed
on among humans

Describe human traits
that are inherited
Plant
Adaptations:

Explain what
differentiates one
species from another

In order to survive
in their
environment,
plants must be
adapted to that
environment

Adaptations of
plant parts

Growth adaptations

Plant adaptations
for protection

Plants
carbon dioxide
conifer
function/purpose
gravitropism
leaf
phototropism
purpose
roots
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stem
tropism

Human
Adaptations:

Peoples' bodies
have adaptations
such as upright
posture and
thumbs that help
them survive.

Human binocular
vision having both
eyes on the front of
the head, aids in
depth perception.

True behavioral
adaptations are
inherited; learned
behavior results
from the physical
adaptations of our
brains.

Humans are the
only known
animals to have
grammatical
language.

Human
communication
may be oral,
written, gestural,
or electronic.

Physical
adaptations

Behavioral
adaptations

Learned and
inherited behaviors

Human
communication
Humans

communicate
inherited
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offspring
pelvis
perspire
reflex
species
spine
thrive
trait
vision

What are the main
parts of a plant?
How do the various
parts of a plant help it
survive?
What are the
functions of the
various plant parts?
How do the parts of a
plant work together
as a system?
How do plants make
their own food?
How do plants
reproduce?
How do plants and
animals depend on
each other?
Why are plants
important to humans?
How are plants used
by humans?

The Living
Environment:
Plant Parts,
Functions, and
Uses

Plants require air,
water, nutrients,
and light in order
to live and thrive

Plants can transfer
specific traits to
their offspring
when they
reproduce

Plants have
different structures
that serve different
functions in
growth, survival,
and reproduction

Each kind of plant
goes through its
own stages of
growth and
development

Plants have life
cycles

Plants respond to
changes in their
environment

Green plants are
producers because
they provide the
basic food supply
for themselves and
animals

Plants manufacture
food by utilizing
air, water, and

Identify and label the
parts of a plant

Describe the
functions of a plant's
parts

Distinguish monocots
from dicots

Compare and
contrast the roles
that different plant
parts serve

Distinguish green
stems from woody
stems

Compare and
contrast fibrous root
systems and taproot
systems

Identify and
sequence the
conditions and
resources necessary
for photosynthesis to
occur

Explain how seeds
travel and justify why
different plants' seeds
are dispersed in
different ways

Analyze and explain
how the various
functions of a plant
work together as a
system

Recall and illustrate
the life cycle of a plant

Chapter Test:
Plant Parts

MST4-K6-6B

Teacher Resources / Professional Books:

MST4-K8-8A

Destinations In Science Textbook - Unit B: Chapters 1, 2, 3

Chapter Test:
Plant Functions

MST4-K8-8B

Chapter Test:
Plant Reproduction

MST4-K9-9B

Measure Up to
The New York
State Learning
Standards:

MST4-K9-9A

MST4-K1010B

Measuring Up to the New York State Learning Standards Workbook Lesson 9 - Characteristics of Plants
Lesson 12 - Life Cycles of Plants
Lesson 14 - Growth of Plants and Animals

MST4-K1111A

Lesson 16 - Obtaining Food

Assessment:

MST4-K1111B

Trade Books / Supplemental Literature:

Chracteristics of
Plants pp56-59

MST4-K1111B

Performance Task
pp B74-B79
Life Cycle of Plants
pp83-86

Top Secret - John Reynolds Gardiner
World Book Encyclopedia presents Plants (book and CD)
Plant - David Burnie
How Plants Grow Well - Dr. Brian Knapp
Plant Life - Theresa Greenaway

Growth of Plants
pp94-97
Plants as Producers
pp114-117
Project Ideas
Plant Parts
Booklet
Fold a white piece
of construction
paper in half
horizontally.
Draw a plant with
all its parts (roots,
stems, leaves,
flower, and flower
parts)on the cover.
Cut the illustrated
cover into segments
to section each
plant part.
Write the function
of each plant part.

Websites:
http://library.thinkquest.org /3715
http://www.wonderville.ca /v1/home.html
http://www.marcopolo-education.org /teacher /interactive_content_index.aspx ?
ResourceType=1
http://www.biology4kids.com /files /plants_main.html
http://www.emc.maricopa.edu /faculty/farabee /BIOBK /BioBookPLANTANAT.html
http://www.brainpop.com /search /?keyword=plants
http://www.hhmi.org /coolscience /vegquiz /plantparts.html
http://scholastic.com /magicschoolbus /games /frizfreshfacts /index.htm

Plant Parts
http://www.mbgnet.net /bioplants /parts.html
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Pollination
http://www.mbgnet.net /bioplants /pollination.html
Explain why plants
are producers and how
they can affect a food
chain or web

How Plants and Flowers Grow / Pollination
http://kidport.com/RefLib /Science/HowPlantsGrow /HowPlantsGrow.htm

Plant Parts

Leaves

List and describe how
plants are used by
humans

AV Material
Plant Life Cycle [library video]
The Magic School Bus Goes to Seed: Growing Places with Plants [library video]

Stems

Identify which plant
parts are used by
humans

All about Plant Structure & Growth [library DVD]
Magic School Bus Goes to Seed [library video]

Roots

Plant Functions

Leaves

Stems

Roots

Human Use of
Plants

Food and nutrition

Clothing

Medicine

Other products

Vocabulary

Plants
absorb
blade
carbon dioxide
chlorophyll
cone
conifer
cutting
dicot
disperse
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embryo
fibrous root
fertilization
flower
function
fibrous root
germination
leaf
monocot
node
nutrient
oxygen
petal
petiole
phloem
photosynthesis
pistil
pollen
pollination
purpose
root hair
runner
reproduction
scattered
seed
seed coat
seed dispersal
stamen
structure
taproot
transfer
tuber
vein
xylem
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What is buoyancy?
Why do some objects
float on the surface of
a liquid while others
sink?
How can the
properties of matter
be altered in order to
achieve buoyancy?
Why are some objects
more dense than
others and how does
this affect buoyancy?
How does
displacement help to
create a state
of buoyancy?
Why are objects more
buoyant in salt water
than fresh water?
How does capacity
affect the buoyancy
of a container?

The Physical
Setting:

Matter is made up
of particles whose
properties
determine the
observable
characteristics of
matter and its
reactivity.

Physical Properties
of Matter

Describe the concept
of buoyancy

Distinguish between
sink and float

Explain how the
properties of matter
affect buoyancy

Identify and
compare properties
of matter and
recognize how they
affect buoyancy

Inquiry, Analysis,
and Design:

Buoyancy

Scientific Inquiry

Design and
Construct a vessel
which will be buoyant
and can hold cargo

Analyze and list the
properties of a good
clay boat

predict

hypothesize

Compare and
contrast the capacity
of vessels in relation to
their properties

summarize

ESP (Monroe 2Orleans BOCESElementary
Science Program)
Activity Sheets
#1 Shapes of Boats
determine amount
of cargo held
#2 Capacity

Analyze data
by creating tables and
graphs looking for
patterns of change

MST4-K3-3A

Teacher Resources/Professional Books:

MST4-K3-3B

Monroe 2-Orleans BOCES Elementary Science Program Buoyancy Teacher's Guide

MST4-K4-4A

Measuring Up to the New York State Learning Standards Workbook

MST4-K4-4B

Lessons 24 - Properties of Matter

MST4-K6-6B

Lesson 25 - Classifying Matter
Lesson 26- Changes of Matter

#3 Buoyancy: salt
water vs fresh
water

Trade Books/Supplemental Literature

ESP KIT
Assessments:

If You Sailed on the Mayflower - Ann Mc Govern

Student Record
Sheet

Three Young Pilgrims - Cheryl Harness

Mike Fink - Steven Kellogg
The Titanic: Lost...and Found - Judy Donnelly

Performance task

Floating and Sinking

Quizzes

Keep It Afloat!

Unit Test

Making Things Float & Sink

Measuring Up to
the New York
State Learning
Standards

Sinking and Floating

Assessment:

Websites:

Properties of Matter
pp176-178

http://nyelabs.kcts.org /nyeverse /episode/e05.html

Classifying Matter
pp182-185
Changes of Matter
pp188-191

analyze

observe
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- Ellen Strum Niz

- Julian Rowe
- Gary Gibson

- Natalie Rosinsky

http://www.sme.org /memb/neweek /actbuoy.htm
http://www.marcopolo-education.org /teacher /interactive_content_index.aspx ?
ResourceType=1

Performance Task:
Classify Matter
pp192-195

AV Material

Building Stamina pp
B196-201

All about Properties and Matter [library DVD]

Buoyancy (library video)

All about Solids, Liquids & Gases [library DVD]

Measure quantities
such as size and
weight

synthesize

conclude

Engineering
Design

Design solutions to
problems involving a
familiar and real
context

Investigate related
science concepts to
inform a solution

Create, revise, and
apply models
Apply mathematics to
model, quantify,
measure, and compute
Vocabulary:

Buoyancy

buoyancy

Project Ideas
Have students
make their own
boats by using
materials other
than clay.
Research how
submarines are able
to submerge and
rise.
Test buoyancy of
various cans of
regular and diet
soft drinks as well
as other canned
beverages.
Test the ability of a
hard boiled egg to
float in fresh water
and salt water.
Discuss the
difference in the
two liquids.

capacity
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changechemical/physical
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Design a boat that
will support 15
ceramic weights.
Write stories and /
or poems about
boats and their
ability to float.

characteristic
chemical
change/physical
change
classify
density
displacement
evaporate
float
hypothesis
gas
gram
interaction
kilogram
liter
mass
matter
states of mattersolid/liquid/gas
millileter
neutral buoyancy
object
observe
prediction
property
observe
property
record data
sink
submerge
temperatureCelsius/Fahrenheit
thermometer
unit of measure
volume
water level
weight
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Essential Questions
Static Electricity

Content
The Physical
Setting:

How do objects become
electrically charged?
How do positive and
negative charges differ?
Why does lightning form?
Matter
How does matter become
charged?

Matter is made
up of particles
whose
properties
determine the
observable
characteristics
of matter and
its reactivity

What is matter?
What are some examples
of matter?
How can the different
states of matter be
changed?

Energy exists in
many forms,
and when these
forms change,
energy is
conserved

Current Electricity
What is current
electricity?
How is current electricity
different from static
electricty?
How can you move
charges?
What are conductors and
insulators?
How do conductors and
insulators differ?
Why are metals used in
devices designed to carry
electric current?
Why is rubber or plastic
used as an insulator?
How is a series circuit
different from a parallel
circuit?
How do the parts of a
circuit form a system?

Energy and
matter interact
through forces
that result in
changes in
motion

Inquiry,
Analysis and
Design:

Electricity and
Magnetism

Scientific
Inquiry:

Predict

Hypothesize

Skills

Assessments

List and
describe
safe practices
when
studying
electricty

Chapter Test:
Static Electricity

MST1-K1-1A

Chapter Test:
Current
Electricity

MST1-K4-2A

Chapter Test:
Magnetism

MST1-K4-2C

ESP Kit
Assessments

MST4-K3-3B

Create a K-W
-L chart

Identify the
terminals on
a bulb and
battery

Formulate
and test
predictions
about simple
circuits

Light a bulb
four different
ways using a
battery, bulb,
and wire

Construct
and modify
simple
circuits

Label the
parts of a
bulb

Trace the
path of
electricity
through the
bulb

How is electricity used?
Where does electricity
come from?
How is electricity
transported?

Observe

Summarize

Light two
bulbs using
battery
holders, bulb
holders, and
switches

Magnetism
How are magnets
different from other
materials?

Synthesize

Why do some objects
attract to magnets while
others repel?

Analyze

How are magnets used in
your home?

Conclude
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Construct
electrical
circuits to
demonstrate
polarity of
batteries

How are magnets used to
make electricity?
What is attracted to
magnets?
Describe the

Student Activity
Book Electrical
Circuits
Performance
Tasks from
Student Activity
Book
Quizzes

Standards/PIs

MST1-K2-1A

MST1-K4-2B

Resources/Notes
Teacher Resources / Professional Books:
Destinations in Science Textbook - Unit C
Measuring Up to the New York State Learing Standards: Workbook
Lesson 29 - Energy and Matter
Lesson 32 - Gravity and Magnetism

MST4-K3-3A

MST4-K4-4A
MST4-K4-4B

Trade Books
Exploring Energy: Scholastic Voyages of Discovery
Science in our World: Electricity and Magnetism Volume 8 in Grolier's Science
In Our World Set 1
Electricity & Magnetism Fundamentals by Robert W. Wood
Electricity and Magnetism by Chris Woodford
Playing with Magnets by Gary Gibson
Electricity by Darlene Lauw

Measuring Up
to the New
York State
Learning
Standards:
Electricity and
Types of Matter
Assessments
pp213-217
Building
Stamina pp
B221-B226
Gravity and
Magnetism
Assessments
pp240-243

Chapter Test:
Magnetism
Project Ideas
Electricity
Build and design
a battery powered
device.
Give the
purpose of the
design as well
as a wiring
device. Include
the materials to
be used. See
worksheet from
Monroe2 Orleans BOCES
Elementary
Science Program
Teacher's Guide
p 42.
Magnets
Magnetic and
Non-Magnetic
Scavenger Hunt
Take a magnet
and test to see
if objects in the
classroom are

Discovering Science: Electricity and Magnetism by Rebecca Hunter
Simple Electricity - Dr. Brian Knapp
Electricity - Karen Bryant-Mole
Electricity and Magnetism - Rebecca Hunter
Magnets - Darlene Lauw
Batteries, Bulbs and Wires - David Glover

AV Materials
Bulbs, Batteries & Wires (library video)
Science Rock: Electricity, Electricity segment, School House Rock (library
video)
All about Magnets (library DVD)
All about Electricity (library DVD)
Websites:
http://www.kathimitchell.com /elect.htm
http://ippex.pppl.gov /interactive /electricity/intro.html
http://users.stargate.net /~eit/kidspage.htm
http://www.bbc.co.uk /schools/revisewise /science/physical /11_act.shtml
http://www.zephyrus.co.uk /circuits1.html
http://www.lkwdpl.org /schools/elempath /rooselec/
The American Experience: Edison’s Miracle of Light
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh /amex/edison/
Learn about currents, lightbulbs, and batteries, get a timeline of Edison 's life,
hear historic recordings, and see a photo gallery. This is from American
Experience on PBS.
BrainPop
This site has animated movies with a quiz at the end to test your knowledge.
You can only watch two movies without being a subscriber.
Current Electricity
http://www.brainpop.com /science /electricity /currentelectricity index.weml
Electricity
http://www.brainpop.com /science /electricity /electricity /index.weml
Electricity Online
http://library.thinkquest.org /28032/cgi-bin /psparse.cgi?src=home
Welcome to Electricity Online, an educational internet resource promoting
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three states
of matter

Guided Reading:
How do I teach the skill of
recalling facts and details
about electrical circuits
and history while reading
Switch It On?
How can I use the skill of
classification to complete
a concept map that shows
the different forms of
energy, while reading the
book Energy: Many
Different Forms? (Green
Level)
How can I use the skill of
classification to identify
the six common forms of
energy while reading
about Energy - Changing
Forms? (Orange Level)
How can I use the skill of
classification to recognize
renewable vs. nonrenewable energy sources
in conjunction with
conservation, while
reading the book Energy:
Sources of Energy?
(Purple Level)

Vocabulary

Electricity

acid
base
base terminal
battery
battery holder

Compare
and
contrast the
properties of
solids, liquids,
and gases

Differentiate
physical and
chemical
change in
states of
matter

bulb
bulb holder
chemical energy
circuit
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magnetic or non
-magnetic. List
the observations
and draw
conclusions of
the findings.
Explain why
some objects
are magnetic.

student understanding of the theory and practical applications of electricity.
Electricity Online gives you the opportunity to explore this subject with the
unparalleled degree of interactivity afforded by the internet.
http://www.marcopolo-education.org /teacher /interactive_content_index.aspx ?
ResourceType=1

Draw a maze on
a piece of
paper. Use a
magnet under
the maze to
move a magnet
through the
maze. Have a
contest to see
who can solve
the maze
fastest.

Describe
how matter
can be
changed

circuit breaker
closed circuit
conduct
conductor

Identify and
list the
properties of
each of the
three states
of matter

electrical energy
electrical circuit
electrician
electricity

Guided Reading:

Switch It On - Electricity
Examine and
summarize
the properties
of various
objects

Energy - Many Different Forms
Energy - Changing Forms

energy
energy transfer
energy
transformation

Test various
objects to see
if they are
magnetic

Energy - Sources of Energy

fahnestock clip
filament
fuse
gauge
insulator

Compare
and contrast
the properties
of objects
which are and
aren't
magnetic

interaction
negative
terminal
nonconductor
open circuit
parallel circuit
polarity
positive
terminal
potential energy
regulator
resistance
rheostat
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salt
schematic
series circuit
short circuit
solution
static electricity
support wires
surge
switch
symbol
system
terminal
tester
volt
wiring diagram

Magnetism

attract
electromagnet
generator
magnet
magnetic field
magnetic north
pole
magnetic south
pole
magnetic pole
magnetism
permanent
magnet
temporary
magnetic
pole
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How can foods be
grouped?
How can food choices
affect your health?
Why do humans need a
variety of nutrients for
maintaining their health?
How does the human
body digest food?
How do food choices
affect our health?
Why do some foods have
more nutritional value
than others?
Why is excercise
important for good
health?
Guided Reading:
How can nutritional facts
of various foods be
compared and contrasted
in Food, Energy, and You?

The Living
Environment:

List three
different
kinds of
nutrients

Nutrition:

Nutrients in
Food

Balanced Diet

The Food
Pyramid

Vitamins and
Minerals

Carbohydrates

Human
Growth and
Development:

Nutrients are
needed for
growth and
repair

Different
nutrients,
vitamins, and
minerals
facilitate
the healthy
growth and
function of
various body
parts

Food Choices
Affect Personal
Health

Exercise is
essential to
maintain
optimum health

The Human
Digestive
System:

Food as building
blocks

The process of
digestion

Identify the
role of the
major
nutrients

Create and
label the
Food Pyramid

Categorize
types of foods
according to
their
nutritional
value

Plan
healthful
meals and
snacks for
one week

Identify the
main sources
of
carbohydrates
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Chapter Test
Food and
Nutrition

MST4-K6-6B

Teacher Resources/Professional Books:

MST4-K9-9B

Destinations In Science-Unit F

Chapter Test
Digestive
System

MST4-K1010C

Measuring Up to the New York Learning Standards Workbook-

Chapter Test
Excretory
System
Measuring Up
to the New
York State
Learning
Standards
Assessment
Human Growth
and
Development
pp99-103
Project Ideas:
Plan a menu
Students can
keep a daily /
weekly journal
of foods
consumed.
Evaluate if the
foods consumed
constitute a
healthy diet.

Include
breakfast,
lunch, and
dinner specials
with the price of
each food item
listed.

Summarize
the
advantages of
a balanced
diet

As a math
connection have
the students
add the total
cost of a meal
including tax
and tip
(optional).

Describe the
role of
the human
digestive
system

Outline how
digestion
occurs in the
human body

Trade Books/Supplemental Literature:
Food and Digestion - Janet Burgess
Dinosaurs alive and well - Laurene Krasny Brown
Diet and Exercise - Arlene Rourke
"Nutrition" - Kids Discover 2006 [Periodical]

Websites:
www.MyPyramid.gov /kids
http://www.coolfoodplanet.org /gb/kidz/
http://edtech.kennesaw.edu /web/nutrit.html
http://www.dole5aday.com /Kids/K_Index.jsp
http://www.marcopolo-education.org/
http://www.kidshealth.org /kid/watch/index.html

Create a tri-fold
restaurant menu
featuring only
healthy foods
and beverages.

List and
explain the
role of
vitamins and
minerals

Recognize
that food
choices affect
personal
health

Lesson 15 - Human Growth and Development / Good Health Habits / The Food
Pyramid

Guided Reading:
Food, Energy, and You - Nutrition

Have students
analyze nutrition
labels from food
packages.
Direct the
students to find
the amount of
fats, sodium,
protein,
sugar etc. listed
on the labels to
determine if the
foods are
sources of good
nutrition.
Also note the
caloric content
to determine if
the food is
healthy.

Illustrate
and label the
parts of
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the human
Parts of the
digestive
roles of the
system
human digestive
system

Maintenance of
a healthy
digestive
system

Vocabulary

Nutrition
balanced diet
building blocks
carbohydrate
cell
digestive
system
excretory
system
fat
food pyramid
harmful
substance
kidneys
large intestine
mineral
nutrient
protein
small intestine
starch
sugar
urea
villi
vitamin

Minerals
How do minerals form?
How can minerals be
identified based on their
properties?
How are minerals used by
humans?
Rocks
How can rocks be
classified?
How do igneous rocks
form?

The Physical
Setting:

Many of the
phenomena that
we observe on
Earth involve
interactions
among
components of
air, water, and
land

Matter is made
of of particles
whose

Explain how
minerals form

Relate
properties of
minerals to
ways
minerals are
identified

Illustrate
various uses
for minerals

Chapter
Test: Minerals

Chapter Test:
Rocks

Chapter Test:
The Rock Cycle
Measure Up to
the New York
State Learning
Standards:
Assessment:

MST4-K1-1A

Teacher Resources/Professional Books:

MST4-K2-2A

Destinations In Science -Unit D

MST4-K3-3A

Measuring Up to the New York State Learning Standards Workbook -

MST4-K3-3B

Lesson 21 - Erosion

MST4-K4-4A

Lesson 22 - Extreme Natural Events

MST4-K4-4B

Lesson 17 - Environmental Changes

MST4-K6-6A

Lesson 19 -Weather

MST4-K1111B

Lesson 20 - Water Cycle

MST4-K1212A

Trade Books/Supplemental Literature:
Everybody Needs A Rock - Byrd Baylor
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How do sedimentary
rocks form?
How do metamorphic
rocks form?
The Rock Cycle
How do rocks form
layers?

properties
determine the
observable
characteristics
of matter and
its reactivity

Minerals

What is the rock cycle?
How do rocks change?

Properties

Guided Reading:
How can I use the skill of
sequence to describe the
phases of the water cycle
and its impact on
our daily lives, while
reading Water In Our
World?

Ores

How can problem-solving
skills be applied to graph
and chart interpretation
while reading Water In
Our World?

Rocks

Uses

Igneous

How can I use the skill of
compare and contrast
to describe how volcanoes Sedimentary
and earthquakes form,
while reading the book
Volcanoes and
Earthquakes: Sudden
Metamorphic
Changes? (Green Level)
How can I use the skill of
compare and contrast to
show the effects of
natural disasters to
our earth and living
organisms, while reading
the book Volcanoes and
Earthquakes: Different
Types? (Orange Level)
How can I use the skill of
summarizing to identify
how scientists group
rocks, while reading the
book Earth's Changing
Surface: The Rock Cycle?
(Green Level)
How can I use the skill of
sequence and
summarizing to describe
how various types of
rocks are formed, while
reading the book Earth's
Changing Surface: Rocks
and Minerals? (Orange
Level)
How can I use the skill of
summarizing to describe
the importance of fossils
in the rock cycle, while
reading the book Earth's
Changing Surface: Fossils
and History? (Purple
Level)

Observe and
identify
properties of
minerals
using
appropriate
tools

The Rock
Cycle

Chemical
Weathering

Physical
Weathering

Biological
Weathering

Review:

Weather , the
Water Cycle,
and Erosion

Vocabulary:

Rocks and
Minerals
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Erosion pp150153
Extreme Natural
Events pp155159
Environmental
Change pp119122

Compare
and
contrast the
properties of
various
minerals

Humans and
Their
Environment
pp124-129

Identify
igneous rocks
and describe
how they are
formed

Weather pp140143

List examples
of
sedimentary
rocks and
explain the
processes
that form
these rocks

Building
Stamina ppB134
-136

Rocks and Minerals - Ann O. Squire
Rocks and Minerals [Eyewitness Handbooks] -Chris Pellant
Rocks and Soils - by Dr. Brian Knapp
"Rocks" Kids Discover [periodical]
Magic School Bus Inside the Earth by Joanna Cole
Rocks - Adele Richardson
Soil - Adele Richardson
Minerals - Adele Richardson
Erosion - Becky Olien

Water Cycle
pp146-148
Performance
Task PT165PT166
Building
Stamina ppB167
-B170

Project Ideas
Rocks
Read Everybody
List examples Needs A Rock
Play the rock
of
game.
metamorphic
Have students
rocks and
search for a
explain how
rock. Students
they form
are to use their
senses to
describe their
rock. Discuss
Compare
and contrast the properties of
their rock.
chemical,
Students
physical, and
identify their
biological
rock with a
weathering
marker to mark
their special
rock. A group
will assemble in
Relate the
a circle putting
processes
their marked
involved in
the rock cycle rocks in the
center. Mix up
to changes
the rocks.
that occur in
Students face
the rocks
out from the
circle with their
hands behind
their backs.
Rocks will be
selected
randomly from
the pile and put
into each
students'
hands. If
students think
they have their
own rock, they
should hold on
to it. No one
can look, keep
eyes shut if
necessary. Ask
each student to
feel each rock
as it is carefully

AV Materials:
Eyewitness Rock & Mineral [library video]
Way Cool Science: Rockfinders [library DVD]
All About Rocks and Minerals [library DVD]
All About Weathering and Erosion [library DVD]
All About the Weather Cycle [library DVD]

Websites:
Rocks for Kids
http://www.rocksforkids.com/
This site has good information for kids and a "Teacher’s Corner" with quizzes,
lesson plans, and resources.
Rock Hounds
http://www.fi.edu/fellows /fellow1/oct98/
Facts and Fun. Kid friendly information, quizzes, and puzzles. Ready to use
activities and links for teachers.
Rocks and Minerals
http://www.ivyhall.district96.k12.il.us /4th/kkhp /RocksandMinerals
Excellent color photos of rocks and minerals with clear descriptions and several
good links.
Schoolyard Geology
http://education.usgs.gov /schoolyard /index.html
The main purpose of this web site is to introduce teachers to the geologic
features on their own schoolyard. It hopes to open their eyes to the possibilities
for teaching geology to students in a familiar, easily accessible, and personally
relevant setting.
http://www.cotf.edu/ete /modules/msese /earthsysflr/rock.html
http://www.teachers.ash.org.au /jmresources /rocks/links.html
http://www.rogersgroupinc.com /ourcommunities /rockology /coolactivities.htm
http://www.42explore.com /rocks.htm
http://www.minsocam.org /MSA/K12 /K_12.html
http://www.ivyhall.district96.k12.il.us /4th/KKhp /RocksandMinerals/rocks.html
http://www.kathimitchell.com /rock.html
http://homeschooling.gomilpitas.com /explore/rocks.htm
http://42explore.com/rocks.htm
Ask a Geologist
http://walrus.wr.usgs.gov /ask-a-geologist/
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cementation
cleavage
compaction
condensation
core
crust
crystal
deposition
earthquake
erosion
evaporation
flood
fracture
glacier
hardness
hurricane
igneous rock
luster
mantle
metamorphic
rock
mineral
Mohs' scale
mountain
ores
percipitation
pollution
rock cycle
runoff
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passed. If they
don't think they
have their own
rock, pass it to
the next person
on their right.
When the
student receives
a rock that their
sense of touch
tells them is
theirs, they
should keep it
and continue to
pass other rocks
they receive
around the
circle. Once
everyone thinks
they have their
own special
rock, have them
open their eyes,
bring the rock
they are holding
around the front
and compare
what they
thought they
had to what
they do have.
The students
should know
their own rock
well enough by
touch that they
should end up
with their own
rock at the end
of the game.

http://kids.yahoo.com /directory /Science-and-Nature/The-Earth /Geology /Rocks--Gems-and-Minerals
http://www.sdnhm.org /kids /minerals /how-to.html
http://www.marcopolo-education.org /teacher /interactive_content_index.aspx ?
ResourceType=1

Guided Reading:
Water In Our World - Water Cycle
Volcanoes and Earthquakes - Sudden Changes
Volcanoes and Earthquakes - Different Types
Earth's Changing Surface - The Rock Cycle
Earth's Changing Surface - Rocks and Minerals
Earth's Changing Surface - Fossils and History

As a follow upImagine that
your favorite
rock was lost
and you need
help in finding
it , Write an
advertisement
for the Lost and
Found column of
your newspaper
describing your
rock. Be sure to
list all the
properties that
made the rock
special.

sedimentary
rock
sediment
streak
tectonic plates
tornado
volcano
water cycle
water vapor
weathering
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Essential Questions
How and why do
simple machines
make work easier?
How do humans use
simple machines?
How can variables be
changed to create a
greater force?
How does the velocity
and mass of an
object affect its
force?
How does gravity
affect life on earth?
How can scientists
measure the mass,
size, or volume of
matter?
Why do experiments
have constants and
variables?
Why do we use
standard units of
measurement?
How can data be
organized?
How do chart, tables,
and graphs help us
draw conclusions and
analyze the results of
an experiment?
How can trials be
used when
conducting an
experiment?

Content
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Skills

Review Unit: New
York State
Assessment

Identify constants and
variables in an
experiment

The Physical Setting:

Explain how changing
variables can affect the
outcome of an
experiment

Forces and Motion

Simple Machines

The Solar System

Forms of Energy

Inquiry, Analysis, and
Design

Measurement and
mathematical reasoning

Observe, collect, and
record data

Identify and label
simple machines

Explain how simple
machines can make
work easier

Identify and describe
basic forms of energy

Describe how energy
can be transformed
Conducting An
Experiment

The Scientific Method

Data Collection and
Analysis

Interpreting Charts and
Graphs

Creating Models
Vocabulary:

asteroid

Discuss why we have
different seasons

Explain the difference
between the revolution
and rotation of the
Earth

Make
predictions based on
observed and collected
data

Analyze data and
draw conclusions after
conducting an
experiment

astronomy
axis
balance
comet
constant

Interpret various
charts and graphs

Outline the Scientific
Method

friction
gravity
hypothesis
incline plane

Measure the
customary and metric
length, width, and
height of a container

Measure the volume of
a container

Standards/PIs
MST1-K1-1A
MST1-K2-1A

Resources/Notes
Teacher Resources / Professional Books

MST1-K4-2A

Measuring Up to the New York State
Standards Workbook

MST1-K4-2B

Lesson 1 -Science and Inquiry

MST1-K4-2C

Lesson 2 - Tools for Experimenting

MST1-K5-2A

Lesson 3 - Lab Safety

MST1-K5-2B

Lesson 4 - Analyze and Display Data

Multiple choice and
short response

MST1-K5-2C

Lesson 5 - Modeling in Science

MST1-K6-2A

Lesson 23 - Earth, the Moon, and the Sun

New York State
Practice Assessment
#3: Part 1

MST1-K6-2C

Multiple choice and
short response
New York State
PracticeAssessment #2: Part
1

Multiple choice and
short response

Trade Books
Machines at Work - Alan Ward

New York State
Practice Assessment
- Part 2:

Machines We Use - Sally Hewitt

Parallel Performance
Task Assessment
Activities

Janice VanCleaves's Machines - Janice
VanCleave

* Electricity and
Magnetism

Make it Work! Machines - David Glover

Simple Machines Series - Michael Dahl
Simple Devices Series - Patricia Armentrout

* Ball and Ramp
Activity
* Measurement
Final Review
Measuring Up New York
State Learning
Standards
Building Stamina
Multiple Choice
pp B167-173, pp B196201 , pp B247-252, pp
B254-B275

Websites
http://bcs.caboces.org /binatech4thgrade/
www.quia.com /cm /109692.html
www.quia.com /jg /891375.html
Forms of Energy / Energy and Matter
http://kidport.com /RefLib /Science /Energy /Energy.htm

Analyze and Display
Data pp18-24
Interpret Graphs and
Charts pp B33-B39
Short Response and
Extended response pp
B276-B287
Properties of Matter pp
B196-201

classify
force

Assessments
New York State
Practice Assessment #1: Part
1

Attachment: Websites from other grades for
review purposes
ATTACHMENT: AV from other grades for
review purposes

Performance task
review
Force and Motion pp
PT244-246
Classifying Matter pp PT
182-195
Measurement pp PT 3032
Earth, Moon, and the
Sun pp 160-164
Types of Energy pp202206
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lever
mechanical energy
orbit
planet
pulley
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Transferring and
Transforming Energy
pp207-211
Mechanical Force pp227
-232
Simple Machines pp233
-237

ramp
recycle
reflect
revolutation
rotation
solar system
sort
sound energy
variable
wedge
wheel and axle

Key to Standards used in this Map
MST1-K1-1A [2 occurences] - MST Standard 1 - Key Idea 1 [Mathematical Analysis i] - Performance Indicator 1A - use special mathematical notation and symbolism to
communicate in mathematics and to compare and describe quantities, express relationships, and relate mathematics to their immediate environments. [Elementary]
MST1-K2-1A [2 occurences] - MST Standard 1 - Key Idea 2 [Mathematical Analysis ii] - Performance Indicator 1A - use simple logical reasoning to develop conclusions,
recognizing that patterns and relationships present in the environment assist them in reaching these conclusions. [Elementary]
MST1-K4-2A [2 occurences] - MST Standard 1 - Key Idea 4 [Scientific Inquiry i] - Performance Indicator 2A - ask why' questions in attempts to seek greater understanding
concerning objects and events they have observed and heard about. [Elementary]
MST1-K4-2B [2 occurences] - MST Standard 1 - Key Idea 4 [Scientific Inquiry i] - Performance Indicator 2B - question the explanations they hear from others and read
about, seeking clarification and comparing them with their own observations and understandings. [Elementary]
MST1-K4-2C [2 occurences] - MST Standard 1 - Key Idea 4 [Scientific Inquiry i] - Performance Indicator 2C - develop relationships among observations to construct
descriptions of objects and events and to form their own tentative explanations of what they have observed. [Elementary]
MST1-K5-2A [1 occurence] - MST Standard 1 - Key Idea 5 [Scientific Inquiry ii] - Performance Indicator 2A - develop written plans for exploring phenomena or for evaluating
explanations guided by questions or proposed explanations they have helped formulate. [Elementary]
MST1-K5-2B [1 occurence] - MST Standard 1 - Key Idea 5 [Scientific Inquiry ii] - Performance Indicator 2B - share their research plans with others and revise them based on
their suggestions. [Elementary]
MST1-K5-2C [1 occurence] - MST Standard 1 - Key Idea 5 [Scientific Inquiry ii] - Performance Indicator 2C - carry out their plans for exploring phenomena through direct
observation and through the use of simple instruments that permit measurements of quantities (e.g., length, mass, volume, temperature, and time). [Elementary]
MST1-K6-2A [1 occurence] - MST Standard 1 - Key Idea 6 [Scientific Inquiry iii] - Performance Indicator 2A - organize observations and measurements of objects and events
through classification and the preparation of simple charts and tables. [Elementary]
MST1-K6-2C [1 occurence] - MST Standard 1 - Key Idea 6 [Scientific Inquiry iii] - Performance Indicator 2C - share their findings with others and actively seek their
interpretations and ideas. [Elementary]
MST4-K1-1A [2 occurences] - MST Standard 4 - Key Idea 1 [Physical Setting i] - Performance Indicator 1A - describe patterns of daily, monthly, and seasonal changes in
their environment. [Elementary]
MST4-K2-2A [1 occurence] - MST Standard 4 - Key Idea 2 [Physical Setting ii] - Performance Indicator 2A - describe the relationships among air, water, and land on Earth.
[Elementary]
MST4-K3-3A [3 occurences] - MST Standard 4 - Key Idea 3 [Physical Setting iii] - Performance Indicator 3A - observe and describe properties of materials using appropriate
tools. [Elementary]
MST4-K3-3B [3 occurences] - MST Standard 4 - Key Idea 3 [Physical Setting iii] - Performance Indicator 3B - describe chemical and physical changes, including changes in
states of matter. [Elementary]
MST4-K4-4A [3 occurences] - MST Standard 4 - Key Idea 4 [Physical Setting iv] - Performance Indicator 4A - describe a variety of forms of energy (e.g., heat, chemical,
light) and the changes that occur in objects when they interact with those forms of energy. [Elementary]
MST4-K4-4B [3 occurences] - MST Standard 4 - Key Idea 4 [Physical Setting iv] - Performance Indicator 4B - observe the way one form of energy can be transformed into
another form of energy present in common situations (e.g., mechanical to heat energy, mechanical to electrical energy, chemical to heat energy). [Elementary]
MST4-K6-6A [1 occurence] - MST Standard 4 - Key Idea 6 [The Living Environment i] - Performance Indicator 6A - describe the characteristics of and variations between
living and nonliving things. [Elementary]
MST4-K6-6B [4 occurences] - MST Standard 4 - Key Idea 6 [The Living Environment i] - Performance Indicator 6B - describe the life processes common to all living things.
[Elementary]
MST4-K7-7A [1 occurence] - MST Standard 4 - Key Idea 7 [The Living Environment ii] - Performance Indicator 7A - recognize that traits of living things are both inherited
and acquired or learned. [Elementary]
MST4-K7-7B [2 occurences] - MST Standard 4 - Key Idea 7 [The Living Environment ii] - Performance Indicator 7B - recognize that for humans and other living things there
is genetic continuity between generations. [Elementary]
MST4-K8-8A [2 occurences] - MST Standard 4 - Key Idea 8 [The Living Environment iii] - Performance Indicator 8A - describe how the structures of plants and animals
complement the environment of the plant or animal. [Elementary]
MST4-K8-8B [2 occurences] - MST Standard 4 - Key Idea 8 [The Living Environment iii] - Performance Indicator 8B - observe that differences within a species may give
individuals an advantage in surviving and reproducing. [Elementary]
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MST4-K9-9A [2 occurences] - MST Standard 4 - Key Idea 9 [The Living Environment iv] - Performance Indicator 9A - describe the major stages in the life cycles of selected
plants and animals. [Elementary]
MST4-K9-9B [3 occurences] - MST Standard 4 - Key Idea 9 [The Living Environment iv] - Performance Indicator 9B - describe evidence of growth, repair, and maintenance,
such as nails, hair, and bone, and the healing of cuts and bruises. [Elementary]
MST4-K10-10A [1 occurence] - MST Standard 4 - Key Idea 10 [The Living Environment v] - Performance Indicator 10A - describe basic life functions of common living
specimens (guppy, mealworm, gerbil). [Elementary]
MST4-K10-10B [2 occurences] - MST Standard 4 - Key Idea 10 [The Living Environment v] - Performance Indicator 10B - describe some survival behaviors of common living
specimens. [Elementary]
MST4-K10-10C [2 occurences] - MST Standard 4 - Key Idea 10 [The Living Environment v] - Performance Indicator 10C - describe the factors that help promote good health
and growth in humans. [Elementary]
MST4-K11-11A [2 occurences] - MST Standard 4 - Key Idea 11 [The Living Environment vi] - Performance Indicator 11A - describe how plants and animals, including
humans, depend upon each other and the nonliving environment. [Elementary]
MST4-K11-11B [4 occurences] - MST Standard 4 - Key Idea 11 [The Living Environment vi] - Performance Indicator 11B - describe the relationship of the sun as an energy
source for living and nonliving cycles. [Elementary]
MST4-K12-12A [2 occurences] - MST Standard 4 - Key Idea 12 [The Living Environment vii] - Performance Indicator 12A - identify ways in which humans have changed their
environment and the effects of those changes. [Elementary]
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